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Affordable x-ray microscopy
with nanoscale resolution
Soft x-ray microscopy enables imaging of whole cells at intermediate length scales,
helping to bridge the resolution gap between light and electron microscopy. The
widespread adoption of this technique will depend on less expensive instruments
that incorporate compact light sources—which are now becoming available.
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While transmission electron microscopy can reveal
structural details incredibly
well, it only reliably reconstructs three-dimensional (3D) volumes
of cellular material with a spatial resolution of 1–5 nm from samples less than
500 nm thick.1 Since most biological cells
are 2–30 times thicker than this, a cell
must be cut into consecutive slices with
each slice reconstructed individually
in order to approximate the contextual
information of the entire cell.
Soft x-ray tomography within the
“water window” (that is, the wavelength
range for which water is transparent to
x-rays while other elements such as carbon and nitrogen absorb) has tremendous penetration power, and enables
direct imaging of biological specimens
up to 10 µm thick—20 times that of transmission electron microscopy. The technique can image intact cells and tissues
on the micrometer or larger scale with
tens to hundreds of nanometers spatial
resolution.2 (See Fig. 1.) While soft x-ray
microscopy has been extensively developed in synchrotron facilities, advancements in laboratory x-ray source designs

wavelengths shorter
than 0.2 nm and soft
x-rays have longer
wavelengths.
Soft x-ray tomography can generate
contrast—orders of
magnitude greater
than electron micros2 µm
copy—natively on
cellular material,
FIGURE 1. (a) A laboratory-based cryogenic soft x-ray radiograph
enabling direct imagshows a S. cerevisiae yeast cell at a 2° tilt; (b) The central slice of the
ing of unstained celcorresponding tomographic reconstruction from a full 120° tilt series
lular material without
corresponds to a total dose of 7.2 MGy of absorbed radiation; (c and d) In
sectioning, freeze-drythe depiction of the 3D segmented volume of the cell membrane (c) and
ing, embedding, staininternal organelles (b), the smallest detectable structure is approximately
ing, or chemical fixa90 nm in diameter.
tion required by other
electron approaches.
now increase its accessibility by support- The cellular contrast relates to the fact that
ing commercial systems suitable for a carbon is detectable but oxygen appears
standard laboratory.
transparent at x-ray energies greater than
the k-absorption edge of carbon and less
Soft vs. hard x-rays
than the k-absorption edge of oxygen
X-ray tomography can be performed (see Fig. 2). For example, at 420 electron
using both hard and soft x-rays. While volts (eV)—which is well within the water
there is no fixed definition that dis- window—carbon has a scattering crosstinguishes the two types, for this pur- section 10x that of oxygen, while at hard
pose we can say that hard x-rays have x-ray energies, such as 10 keV, the ratio is
closer to unity.3
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mations, which facil- FIGURE 2. This comparison of atomic scattering cross-sections shows
sources.12
itates alignment of x-ray photoelectric, elastic, and Compton plots for carbon as a function of
correlative datasets. wavelength. Photoelectric absorption provides high contrast for organic
Soft x-ray light in a
Additionally, cryo- material in the soft x-ray regime (including the “water window”), while
cryogenic microscope
genic sample prepa- Compton scattering of photons by free electrons becomes dominant for
The second cryogenic soft x-ray microration avoids poten- hard x-rays.2
scope platform mentioned above is comtial deleterious strucmercially available (Xradia Inc.; Pleasanture artifacts caused
ton, CA) and includes cryogenic transby chemical fixation, freeze-drying, and been reported in the literature. The first fer and imaging capabilities (see Fig. 3).
polymer embedding, while also enabling makes use of a custom liquid-jet high-bright- It can function either as a stand-alone lab
higher x-ray doses for imaging that fur- ness laser-plasma source to acquire images instrument in combination with a labother improves contrast and resolution.
in less than 10 seconds,10 while the second ratory x-ray light source, or as a synchrouses a commercially available Z-pinch light tron beam-line end station. The laboraIncreased access with
source capable of single image acquisi- tory-based UltraXRM-L220c microscopy
bench-top sources
tion in 30 seconds.11 Both of these systems system, which measures approximately
In recent years, soft x-ray computed
a)
b)
tomography using synchrotron radiaSample
chamber
Electronics
rack
tion light sources has enabled visualizaIntegrated
tion of sub-cellular structures at up to
cryo-transfer system
EQ-10SXR light source
36 nm spatial resolution.7-9 Unfortunately, access to synchrotron light
sources for whole cell tomography is limited, as is the opportunity to perform
correlative work or optimize a variety of
sample preparation conditions. While
synchrotron-based transmission x-ray
microscopes have fostered the development of whole cell x-ray tomography, the
widespread adoption of the technique
1 µm
Variable
X-ray alignment
CCD camera
will benefit from less expensive and more
system
magnification slide
readily accessible x-ray microscopes that
FIGURE 3. (a) The laboratory-based cryogenic soft x-ray microscopy system, measuring approximately
incorporate compact light sources suit15 × 6 × 4 ft., uses a compact light source (upper left). (b) The system produced this cryo soft x-ray
able for home institutions.
radiograph of a Siemens star resolution test sample. The closest spacings from the inner rings outward
Recently, two cryogenic soft x-ray microcorrespond to 30, 60, and 120 nm. The spacings are clearly delineated to better than 50 nm resolution.
scopes using compact light sources have

seen in laser plasma sources
is not observed, as the induc2. Induced
tively coupled plasma magnetplasma loops
ically pins the plasma to within
a few micrometers. The electrodeless Z-pinch sources operate
for 20 days of 24/7 operation
3. Magnetic
pinch field between maintenance, a process
that involves the simple replace4. Z-pinched
5. Soft x-ray
N2 plasma
ment of the liner (or “bore”) of
the Z-pinch containing region.
The source uses nitrogen as
the plasma gas, generating soft
x-rays at photon energies of
430.75 eV (corresponding wavelength of 2.8787 nm).13 This photon energy is within the water
1. High-current pulse
window, so hydrated and frozenhydrated carbon-based materials can be imaged with high conFIGURE 4. The compact light source is based on an
trast due to different absorption
electrodeless, Z-pinch design for reliable operation. A highbetween carbon-based cellular
current pulse (1) induces N2 plasma loops (2). The current
material and the surrounding
pulse creates a very high self-magnetic field (3) in the center
oxygen-rich water/vitreous ice.14
of the source, which adiabatically compresses the plasma (4),
The photons are initially
raising the temperature to the level for soft x-ray emission (5).
focused onto the specimen by a
reflective condenser lens, after
15 × 6 × 4 ft., uses a compact light source which the scattered light is refocused by
based on a patented electrodeless Z-pinch a diffractive objective lens (Fresnel zone
design (Energetiq Technology Inc.; plate) to form an image with resolution
Woburn, MA).
better than 50 nm (see Fig. 4). Vitrified
Traditional Z-pinch plasma sources use samples enter the imaging chamber via
electrodes to conduct high-voltage (~1–2 an integrated loading station that mainkV), high-current (~10 kA) pulses into the tains the sample at 110 K to ensure that
plasma. This high electrical and thermal cryogenic conditions are continually satload, combined with ion sputtering from isfied during transfer and imaging. The
the plasma, causes the electrodes to be sample stage accommodates such stanrapidly eroded, thereby coating any nearby dard sample-support geometries as flat,
optical components with debris that rap- 3.0 mm grids or pin mounts, creating an
idly degrades optical performance. Elec- optimizable platform for interrogating
trodes need to be replaced frequently, organic and biological samples in neardriving up operating cost and lowering native environments.
reliability. Laser plasma sources, where a
jet of liquid nitrogen is heated with pulses Biological benefit
from a high-performance laser, can offer Since laboratory-based cryogenic soft
a cleaner source of photons. However, x-ray microscopes permit imaging whole
achieving high spatial stability for the jet cells at intermediate-length scales, they
has proved challenging, and often these help bridge the resolution gap between
sources demonstrate reliable operation light and electron microscopy—two
only for few hours.
widely used techniques for molecular
The electrodeless design avoids the elec- and structural biology research. Theretrode erosion problem of the traditional fore, several types of samples can immeZ-pinch sources by inductively coupling diately benefit from an expansion of
the high-voltage/high-current pulses into x-ray tomography capabilities, includthe plasma. The spatial stability challenge ing research with single microorganisms,

microbial communities and biofilms,
viruses, and enucleated or serum-starved
eukaryotic cells. For example, the field
of view of compact soft x-ray tomography is perfectly suited for studying microbial biofilm architecture as a function of
depth from the natural substrate interfaces or probing changes in the structure
of components responsible for photosynthesis and nitrogen fixation in cyanobacteria. Additionally, the wide field of view
for compact soft x-ray tomography could
provide greater sampling and better statistics for research devoted to linking
genetic mutations with structural changes
in large purified organelles of heterogeneous morphology or size, such as isolated mitochondria or chloroplasts.
Finally, cell lines used for pancreatic,
prostate, and breast cancer research can
be serum-starved or enucleated to promote cellular flattening. This permits
analysis by compact soft x-ray tomography to identify morphological variations
of sub-cellular components or changes in
internal localization that exist between
healthy, cancerous, or pharmaceutically
treated cells. Similar experiments on single cells or cell monolayers can be performed to better understand the health
effects associated with exposure to a wide
range of nanomaterials. Moreover, cancer-based and nanotoxicology research
can even be extended to tissue biopsies
following cryo-ultramicrotomy of highpressure frozen samples15 that yield serial
sections suitable for imaging.
While these experiments represent just
a fraction of the types compatible with
a compact cryogenic soft x-ray microscope, they illustrate the versatility of
the approach and the potential impact
that could be realized from extensive
implementation.
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EQ-10SX Series Electrodeless Z-Pinch™
Soft X-Ray (SXR) Source
Features & Benefits
• Unique patented electrodeless design with low debris /
low consumable cost
• 2-4nm soft x-rays produced using nitrogen, enabling tabletop
SXR microscope applications
• Small plasma size: <1mm diameter for high brightness
• Cost–effective and compact with low cost per SXR watt,
small footprint

Applications
• Water-Window Microscopy
• Microbeam Probing of Cells
The Energetiq EQ-10SXR is a compact, easy-to-use, reliable, cost-effective SXR light source system,
based on Energetiq’s unique Electrodeless Z-Pinch™ technology that uses nitrogen gas.
The Energetiq EQ-10SXR source has a modular design to integrate easily to a microscope or other
applications equipment with:
• A 19” rack containing the gas subsystems, power delivery subsystem, and control electronics
• The electrodeless Z-pinch source assembly with its integrated vacuum pumping
• A high efficiency pulse modulator
A simple, flexible optical interface on the front face of the electrodeless SXR source assembly connects
to the application equipment with custom interfaces available to meet specific customer requirements.
The EQ-10SXR is easy to install, requiring only electrical power, a chilled water supply, clean, dry
compressed air and a supply of high purity nitrogen.

Energetiq Technology, Inc.
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Woburn, MA 01801 USA
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